
Millstone Manor 2022 March Board Meeting
March 24, 2022

Zoom

Meeting start time: 7pm
In attendance: David, Jill, Nick, and Emily

Landing carpets: Carpet replacement discussed. Discussed carpet or other outdoor surface.
Board decided on looking for a darker, speckled carpet to help hide stains in the future.
Discussed to look for a textured carpet

Spring landscaping: There are grassy areas that need to be reseeded. Example: in front of
Building 1. Board approved to talk to Wasatch about reseeding some areas. Possibly mark off
the area that is reseeded so no one walks on the area until the reseeding takes.

Focus on reducing water usage. Board would like to lay gravel in areas where there is no
grass or do not get watered well. This will make the area look more appealing and reduce water.
The island between Building 1 and 2 does not have sprinklers, so it is just dirt and weeds. Also
areas in front of Building 3 towards the south end. Also lay gravel in the smoking area by the
pool. In these areas there are sprinklers, but we would like to cap off those sprinklers and lay
gravel. We do have a tree in the smoking area by the pool, but we would like to add a drip line
to water the tree only and cap off that sprinkler.
Also lay gravel in the area back behind the RV parking in the Northwest end of the complex.
Amber we would like to get a bid fromWasatch on getting this done.

Clean gutters: We do need to have our gutters cleaned, there are areas that when it rains the
rain is running over the gutters. Discussed that we could hold off on having this done on
Building 3 until after the roof has been replaced, just in case there is any debris that falls in the
gutter while they are replacing the roof.
Amber do you have a company for this and can we get a bid for cleaning gutters?

Rentals:
Discussed Fine Structure and expectations
Copy of all tenants contact information
Business License
Good Landlord Program

David will draw up official document to have Amber send out

Plumber:
Send note to owners to check their utility closets regularly to look for any water.
Discussed to have a preferred on call plumber. Someone that owners can call in an

emergency. Hopefully by using a preferred plumber we could be on their priority list. If using



the preferred plumber HOA would cover diagnosis, but not repairs unless it is deemed common
area issue. A Board member did talk to Mike Bachman to see if this is something they would do,
to see if by doing this we would be priority for them. Mike Bachman said they would be willing
to do something like this.
Amber your thoughts on this? Do you do this in other HOA’s, any thoughts on preferred
plumbers.?

Parking Lot: Lee did some ground work for us on this. We do need to have the cracks in the
parking lot filled and have the parking lot resealed. Lee got a bid for $3,000 to dig out the cracks
and reseal.
Board voted on this and all voted yes to go with this bid and get this done.
David, I didn’t get the name on who this bid was with. Did you get this info from Lee?

Swimming Pool Rules 2022
Signed form from owners/management companies for all rentals. In the past we have

had an owner call and tell us that the person who activated a key fob as a renter, was no longer
even renting here.
Board voted that renters will now need a form signed by the owner/management company of
their unit agreeing that they are current renters and the owner is ok with having the unit
charged for a key fob.
We will plan to send the form out to renters before we start activating key fobs, so they will
have time to get the owners signatures.

Photo ID/Known Requirement to get a Key Fob.
Also in regards to the pool-New pool furniture to replace the old plastic ones. Board all agreed
to replace old furniture. Since the meeting David has ordered us some new furniture.
The pool cover has come off. Amber has contacted Drew to come out so we can prepare ahead
of time what needs to be done to get the pool ready in the summer.

Parking Rules-Commercial/Business Vehicles
We have several currently in the complex
Amber please send out a reminder to all Units regarding the rules that no commercial

vehicles are allowed.

Smoking Areas:
Board discussed and voted in agreement to get rid of the smoking section behind the RV

parking area. We would like to lay gravel in that area as well.
Also get rid of the smoking area behind the Millstone Manor sign in the front of the complex.
This table tends to bring people off the street to come and sit at the picnic table and they leave
their trash. Possibly bring the table from the smoking area near Building 4 and move it just a
little closer to the building. Still trying to stay 25 feet from the building but bringing it a little
close will hopefully deter some of the people who come in off the street to use the table.

Amber can we revisit the plan to have someone walk the property in the evening and check for
any lightbulbs that need to be replaced?



It was also discussed to see if we can have our next Board meeting at Welch Randall offices so
we can have an in person meeting. Amber has Welch Randall opened up their offices for
meetings again?

Executive Session: Closed to public
**This to be left off the official meeting minutes
It was discussed to look into if the Board members can receive a discount on the HOA dues.
CC&R’s and bylaws state that the Board cannot receive compensation for being on the board.
But can we do an optional “discount” on HOA fees.
Amber can you weigh in on this?
Delinquency list discussed
Problems units discussed

Meeting adjourned: 8:16pm


